This article revisits the relationship between income per capita and civil con ‡ict. We establish that the empirical literature identi…es two di¤erent patterns. First, poor countries have a higher propensity to su¤er from civil war. Second, civil war occurs when countries su¤er negative income shocks. In a formal model we examine an explanation often suggested in the informal literature: civil wars occur in poor countries because the opportunity cost of …ghting is small. We show that while this explanation fails to make sense of the …rst empirical pattern, it provides a coherent theoretical basis for the second. We then enrich the model to allow for private imperfect information about the state of the economy and show that mutual fears exacerbate the problem caused by negative income shocks.
The prevalence of civil war and the evidence of its disastrous e¤ects has recently motivated a burgeoning empirical literature. It arises clearly from this series of papers that the most robust predictor of a country's probability of civil war onset is its level of per capita income. Indeed, low GDP per capita empirically dominates all other correlates, including the level of democracy, the degree of ethnic diversity or the dependence on natural resource exports.
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A potential explanation for this relationship is based on the opportunity cost of …ghting. This argument considers an agent deciding whether to devote e¤ort to a productive endeavor or to violent predatory activities. The basis of the argument is that in a low GDP economy, wages are small and therefore the returns to the productive activity are small. In this situation of low opportunity costs, citizens are more likely to turn to predatory activities.
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As intuitive as this argument sounds, Fearon (2007) argues that it is, at best, an incomplete explanation for the relationship between …ghting and income per capita. The intuition behind this critique is powerful: in a poor economy, the opportunity cost of con ‡ict is small. However the resources that can be appropriated by exerting violence are also small. Conversely, in a rich economy wages might be higher, but there is also a lot more wealth that can be expropriated by violent means. Therefore net incentives to exert violence might go either way. Hence, there is no natural strong theoretical relationship between the size of the economy and the propensity to …ght. Fearon (2007) demonstrates this logic in a formal model based on contest functions. 3 In this article we clarify the role of opportunity costs in explaining the relationship between income and civil war. We develop our contribution in several steps. First, we brie ‡y revisit the empirical literature and document that there is not one but two distinct empirical patterns.
On the one hand, cross country regressions show that there is a strong relationship between low income per capita and civil war prevalence. On the other hand, …xed e¤ects regressions show that civil wars occur in the aftermath of economic shocks that reduce income per capita. As we discuss in detail, it is important to understand the distinction between these two di¤erent patterns because entirely di¤erent mechanisms might be generating them. This distinction contributes to the literature because these di¤erent empirical analyses have always been treated as if they were uncovering a single relationship between income and violence.
Second, we analyze a bargaining model of con ‡ict in which violence might occur due to the presence of o¤ensive advantages that induce a commitment problem. While this is a di¤erent model from Fearon (2007) , it shares a common feature: the opportunity costs of con ‡ict and the returns to con ‡ict are both increasing with the size of the economy. As a consequence, neither a static version of the model, nor a repeated version, are able to generate a relationship between income levels and violence. We therefore show that the formal argument in Fearon (2007) can be extended to bargaining models of con ‡ict. Therefore, it is di¢ cult to explain the …rst empirical relationship -the prevalence of war in poor countries-using the opportunity cost argument.
In contrast, we show that this argument can explain the second empirical pattern -war occurs when economic circumstances are bad. In a dynamic version of the model in which the size of the pie can change every period, con ‡ict occurs when a negative income shock reduces the size of the pie below a threshold. The intuition behind this result is interesting. When the state of the economy is bad, wages are temporarily low and hence the opportunity cost of con ‡ict is small. However, the prize of victory does not diminish at the same rate: current lootable resources will also be small as they are hit by the bad economic shock, but upon victory, groups gain control over assets that will have a much higher value in the future, once the negative economic situation is over. For instance, if groups are …ghting for control of land, it might seem puzzling that violence over land ensues precisely when returns to land are small. The intuition that we obtain from the model is that groups do not …ght for current returns. They …ght for the future returns that control over land will allow them to enjoy. The negative shock (for instance, a drought) simply reduces the opportunity cost of such …ghting. 4 This …nding reinforces the distinction we draw between the two separate patterns in the data: this theoretical mechanism can explain the second empirical pattern, but not the …rst, thus showing their logical disconnect.
In the last section we show that imperfect information exarcerbates the problem and makes con ‡ict more likely. Speci…cally, we enrich the model with imperfect private assessments of the state of the economy. 5 This changes the strategic environment. Actors now need to consider the possibility that their neighbours have a pessimistic assessment of the state of the economy and might therefore decide to attack. In this new environment, we show that wars might occur due to spiralling mutual fears. 6 Interestingly, however, this does not change the predictions of the model: con ‡ict still occurs in the aftermath of negative income shocks. Anarchy and mutual fears serve as an ampli…cation force of the opportunity cost argument, expanding the range of states of the economy in which …ghting is inevitable.
Two Empirical Regularities
There is an extensive empirical literature on the causes of civil war. 7 The bulk of this research uses country level data in the form of a panel, with repeated observations for every country.
Many of the variables of interest, such as the ethnic composition of the country or the ruggedness of its terrain, do not display time variation. As a consequence, the results highlighted in most of this literature use either ordinary least squares, or some limited dependent variable model without …xed e¤ects at the country level. It follows that these results are mostly identi…ed out 4 While the model we analyze is speci…c, it is easy to see that this basic intuition carries over to other con ‡ict frameworks in the literature. Skaperdas and Syropoulos (1996) and Gar…nkel and Skaperdas (2000) show in a contest function model that growth in future resources exacerbates con ‡ict. While the result in these models is confounded by other e¤ects, part of the reason they obtain it is the mechanism we highlight here.
5 To the best of our knowledge, this is the …rst formal framework of con ‡ict that combines a commitment problem with imperfect information. 6 The possibility that mutual fears generate civil war originates in Posen (1993) and Jervis and Snyder (1999) , who adapt the spiral argument for intrastate wars. As Jervis and Snyder (1999) discuss, a shortcoming of this explanation is that it fails to make sense of when such spirals occur, since anarchy is ever present but wars a few and far between. We therefore sharpen the predictions of this argument by showing that mutual fears generate con ‡ict in bad economic circumstances.
7 See Sambanis (2002) and Miguel and Blattman (2009) Fearon and Laitin (2003) report that the logarithm of income is signi…cant in a regression with country …xed e¤ects. Also, recent studies that are particularly concerned with causal identi…cation …nd that an exogenous drop in income (due to rainfall variation) causes civil war in regressions with country …xed e¤ects. 9 Indeed, Hegre and Sambanis (2006) , show that there is a di¤erent association between income and war that is also robust. Namely, low income growth increases the risk of civil war. Note that income growth is in fact just a transformation of changes in income. By using changes in income and …xing long term characteristics of countries, these speci…cations do not compare across countries but rather within country, along time. Their …ndings indicate that civil war occurs when negative economic shocks hit countries.
Remark 2 The second empirical regularity is that negative income shocks cause civil war To see that these two …ndings are logically independent, note that the …rst regularity refers to where civil wars occur, while the second refers to when civil wars take place. Because income 8 While the literature has addressed this problem with extensive lists of controls, it is well-known that this is only a partial solution, as many of the controls can themselves be endogenous. 9 The seminal paper using this strategy is Miguel et al (2004) . Ciccone (2008) revisits it and shows that indeed explanatory power is given by drops in income. variation across countries is much larger than within country along time, the …rst pattern is mostly about average income levels, while the second pattern is about variations around this average level. Therefore, a theory that tries to explain the …rst …nding compares across longterm country characteristics, while a theory that addresses the second …nding has to …x such characteristics and analyze the e¤ects of income shocks. The opportunity cost argument, and the Fearon (2007) critique, were developed in the context of the …rst empirical regularity. We now develop a model that agrees with the critique regarding long-term income levels, but shows that the opportunity cost can account for the second empirical pattern.
Economic Size and Civil War

Static Model
Consider two groups i 2 f1; 2g, sharing a territory of size 2. Assume without loss of generality that group 1 is weakly richer and controls 1 + units of land. Group 2 therefore controls 1 units, for 2 [0; 1]. Land is used to produce crops. Crops are generated according to the following production function:
where L is the amount of land that the group controls, l is the amount of labor used for production and captures land fertility. Each group controls 1 unit of labor. Hence, if all labor is used for production, the total production in this economy is simply 2 . We therefore use as a measure of the size of the economy. Groups seek to maximize the amount of crops they can consume at the end of the game.
Besides producing, a group can try to seize land and crops from its neighbor by violent means.
If a group decides to attack, it obtains an o¤ensive advantage and wins the …ght with probability
. In case of con ‡ict, both groups divert c 2 (0; 1] units of labor from production to …ghting.
The opportunity cost of …ghting is therefore the foregone production of that labor, 2c . Hence, as increases, both the size of the economy and the opportunity cost of …ghting increase.
Violence can be averted by negotiation and bargaining. Speci…cally, if there is a transfer of land that one group can willingly make to the other such that it prevents war, we allow groups to reach such agreement and avoid …ghting. In keeping with Fearon (1995) , such transfer of land must generate a situation in which each group is better o¤ with its post-transfer land holdings than unilateraly deviating and launching an attack that captures the o¤ensive advantage.
10 As there is perfect information, groups know whether such a transfer exists. If it does not exist, then bargaining cannot avert war and a symmetric con ‡ict ensues in which each group can win with probability 1 2
.
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Note that the lack of a transfer that can sustain peace does not imply the absence of settlements that both groups would prefer rather than …ghting. As it is well known in the literature, it is the inability to commit to such agreements, in this case due to the presence of o¤ensive advantages, which causes bargaining to break down.
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We focus on characterizing the set of parameters that make peace impossible in equilibrium.
We then examine how this set relates to the size of the economy and the opportunity cost of …ghting, both proportional to .
Denote by T the land transfer that the rich group might give to the poor group to avert con ‡ict. As stated above, this transfer must be such that after relinquishing land, the rich group is better o¤ keeping the peace than unilaterally attacking. In case of attacking, the group wins with probability P and obtains the crops on both units of land -taking into account that some labor has been devoted to …ghting rather than to producing. Hence the total amount of production to be enyojed by the winner is 2 (1 c). If the group loses the war it obtains 0. Hence, the 10 In Fearon (1995) pg 403, the following argument is put forward "since states can always choose to attack if they wish, a peaceful resolution of the issues is feasible only if neither side has an incentive to defect unilateraly by attacking."
11 In solving the model, as in Fearon (1995) , we focus directly on the existence of such a transfer arrangement and hence we abstract from particular bargaining protocols. Powell (2006) provides a natural extensive form bargaining game wich has both alternating o¤ers and the presence of o¤ensive advantages. He shows that the solution of this game reduces to a condition equivalent to the one examined here.
12 For an extensive discussion see Fearon (1995) and Powell (2006) .
condition for the rich group to prefer giving a land transfer T rather than …ghting is simply
The left hand side of the condition is the payo¤ of transfering land and not attacking and the right hand side contains the expected payo¤ of launching an attack. For peace to be attainable, this transfer T also needs to satisfy the poor group. Its post-transfer utility must be higher than its expected returns from attacking. Formally,
Simple algebra shows that a T that simultaneously satis…es these two conditions only exists if and only if
Hence peace is attainable if and only if condition (1) holds. Note that does not appear in this condition. Hence landholding inequality does not a¤ect whether con ‡ict will occur or not.
Note also that when condition (1) holds, a group that controls 1 unit of land does not want to unilaterally launch a war. Therefore we have an equivalence: the set of parameters for which an equal division of land does not generate war equals the set of parameters for which there is a settlement T that avoids war, for any original distribution of land. We state this result in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1 In the presence of bargaining, the original land distribution does not a¤ect whether peace is attainable or not. Given any land distribution, peace is attainable if and only if unilateral deviations from peace are not pro…table when both groups have equal landholdings.
To gain intuition, note that the role of bargaining is to allow groups that are satis…ed with the status quo -i.e. groups that prefer the current distribution of payo¤s rather than their expected payo¤ from war-to avoid war by transfering some land to groups that are dissatis…ed. Hence bargaining only works in situations in which one group is dissatis…ed while the other one is satis…ed. In this case of perfect information, bargaining can thus mollify any incentive from war that arises from unequal land holdings.
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However, when condition (1) does not hold, both groups are simultaneously dissatis…ed even if landholdings are equal, and hence no transfer is possible. In sum, e¢ cient bargaining eliminates wars that arise from inequality but it cannot avoid violence caused by the commitment problem induced by o¤ensive advantages. Therefore, to …nd out whether peace is sustainable or not, it su¢ ces to set bargaining aside and check directly whether an allocation with equal land holdings is stable.
14 By simple manipulation of condition (1) we obtain that war occurs whenever
Hence, in keeping with the results in Fearon (1995) and Powell (2006) , the o¤ensive advantage needs to be sizable in order to destabilize peace. Indeed, for P 2 1 2
; P S there certainly exists an o¤ensive advantage but no violence results because …ghting entails an opportunity cost. The larger is this opportunity cost c, the larger is P S and hence larger the o¤ensive advantage needs to be in order to make peace unattainable.
More important to our focus, note that whether peace is sustainable or not does not relate to , the size of the economy. This can already be seen in (1) where both the value of peace and the returns to war are proportional to . With this …nding we replicate the conclusion in Fearon (2007) , in a very di¤erent model based on bargaining. The opportunity cost of con ‡ict alone does not generate a natural relationship between the size of the pie and the propensity to 13 This echoes a …nding …rst established in Powell (1996) . War is most likely to occur when the status quo distribution di¤ers from the distribution of power. Since in this model the distribution of power is symmetric -both players have the same expected payo¤ if they attack-the most peaceful distribution of land is given by equal landholdings. If in this equal situation players still prefer to attack, bargaining cannot help.
14 It should be emphasized that this is not to say that bargaining and inequality are inconsequential. Indeed, if we did not allow for e¢ cient bargaining, inequality would de…nitely matter making peace more di¢ cult to attain. …ght. The fundamental reason is that the aggregate spoils, 2 , and the aggregate opportunity costs of …ghting 2c both increase with the size of the economy. When an economy is poor and labor productivity is low, the opportunity cost of devoting labor to seize land is small. But at the same time, the value of this land is also low. If both e¤ects are linear, we obtain no relationship whatsoever.
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Dynamic Model
We have shown that the opportunity cost of con ‡ict cannot explain the prevalence of …ghting in poor countries in our static model. We now turn to demonstrating that the same holds in a dynamic setting. To see that this is the case, consider a dynamic extension of the model above in which groups interact every period t = 1; 2; 3:::
In every period, groups start with the landholdings they controlled at the end of the previous period. They can then bargain and transfer land as in the static model. If a bargain exists that avoids con ‡ict, it is implemented. As before, this settlement must be such that both groups are better o¤ accepting it than deviating with a unilateral attack that leads to victory with probability
. If there is no settlement that can avoid con ‡ict, then there is a symmetric war which each group can win with probability
There is only one round of …ghting, so war is e¤ectively a game-ending move as in most of the literature. The winning group captures the land and production of the losing group and enjoys the fruits of both pieces of land into the future. The defeated group loses the current crop and obtains a payo¤ of 0 for the rest of the game.
Groups mazimize the present discounted value of crop consumption. Formally, they care about
where c t is consumption in period t and 2 (0; 1) is the time discount factor.
Note that the structure of this game is such that Lemma 1 applies: disputes that arise from unequal land holdings can readily be solved by bargaining and transfers. Hence, to characterize the set of parameters such that war is inevitable, we can set bargaining aside and proceed directly to examine the case with equal land holdings in which each group holds 1 unit of land.
Consider the decision whether to launch an attack. If a group refrains to do so, it obtains + V P where are the returns to peaceful farming on the 1 unit of land it controls, and V P is the present discounted value of future equilibrium play. If instead the group decides to attack, the expected payo¤s are
where 2 (1 c) is the total production in the period where there is war (which the attacking group will capture with probability P ) and V V is the present discounted value of victory. Since we have assumed that …ghting is decisive in that the loser disapperars from the game, we obtain
that is, the victorious group enjoys the peaceful return to 2 units of land at perpetuity.
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To compare the payo¤ from peace to the payo¤ from war we need to determine V P . This is a completely stationary game, where there is no change between one period and the next. Hence, if peace is sustainable at t = 1, it must be sustainable at any point t in the future. Therefore, if peace is sustainable, the future equilibrium play must yield simply
16 The results that follow in this and next section would be qualitatively identical if the losing group could return > 1 periods after its defeat This is the present discounted value of peaceful cohabitation with the neighboring group, with 1 unit of land each.
Therefore, the condition that determines whether groups with equal land holdings can live in peace is
Hence, we have that war is inevitable if and only if
Hence as in the static model, a su¢ ciently large o¤ensive advantage is necessary for war to be inevitable. Note, however, that P D is decreasing in . It follows that in this model, patience makes groups eager to …ght. The reason is quite intuitive: …ghting is over in one period, and hence costs are only paid for one period. However, the proceeds from victory are enjoyed for the foreseeable future. The more patient groups are, the larger the prize seems with respect to the costs, and hence the bigger the temptation to attack.
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If (3) is satis…ed, the only subgame perfect equilibrium of this game has war at t = 1, no matter what the value of is. Hence again we fail to …nd a relationship between and con ‡ict.
The intuition is simply that making the model repeated does not provide an escape from the logic detailed in the previous subsection. In environments where the opportunity costs of …ghting 2c
are small because productivity is small, the total size of the pie to …ght over 2 1 is also small.
Therefore, costs and bene…ts from …ghting move proportionately to the size of the economy, yielding no natural link.
This robust theoretical …nding casts doubt on the capacity of the opportunity cost argument to explain the …rst empirical regularity -namely, the negative cross-country correlation between 17 That patient players are more prone to …ght occurs in a variety of con ‡ict settings. See Powell (1993) and Gar…nkel and Skaperdas (2000) for two very di¤erent models that provide the same comparative statics. If the destruction caused by war was long-lasting (for instance, a proportion c of land becomes non-productive) the condition would lose its dependence on and look exactly like the static condition. income levels and civil war prevalence. This has originated the search for alternative explanations.
For instance, Fearon and Laitin (2003) and Fearon (2007) hypothesize that the level of income per capita is not in fact a direct cause of con ‡ict, but rather a proxy for the strength of the state or for the structure of income generation, which directly a¤ect the conditions for insurgency survival. Note that these are structural explanations that hinge on a non-causal interpretation of the …rst empirical pattern. More speci…cally, income per capita is taken to be a correlate of the institutional or economic structure of the country, which is the real cause of civil war.
Economic Shocks and Civil War
The models above, however, cannot address whether the opportunity cost of …ghting can explain the second stylized fact, namely the fact that civil wars occur in the presence of negative income shocks. The reason is that in the previous section land productivity is a long-term constant that characterizes the economy. To address economic shocks, in contrast, we need to allow for changes in productivity.
Consider the dynamic model in the previous subsection, with the following modi…cation. In each period t, land productivity varies, as we would expect from variations in rainfall or in world prices for cash crops. More speci…cally, denote by t land productivity in period t. We assume that in each period, t is independently drawn according to a well-de…ned cumulative distribution fuction F ( ), with continuous support on (0; +1). Therefore total potential production, 2 t , while always positive, can vary in size. We assume that the expected value of is well de…ned,
For clarity, we state here the timing of every stage game.
1. t is revealed and observed by both groups 2. Bargaining takes place 3. If a settlement is possible, it is reached. Consumption takes place and the game moves to t + 1 4. If no settlement is possible, there is a decisive war. The winner captures all production and controls all land for the rest of the game As in the previous section, bargaining is successful if there is a settlement that both groups prefer rather than launching a surprise war which they win with probability P > 1 2
. If no such settlement exists, there is a symmetric war in which each group can win with probability 1 2
. War entails an opportunity cost as each group needs to pull c units of labor from production into …ghting. As before, e¢ cient bargaining is able to deal with any con ‡ict originated by unequal land-holdings. Hence, we can set bargaining aside and examine in detail the case of equal land holdings.
We solve for the most e¢ cient Subgame Perfect Equilibrium of this game. Since resources are only wasted in case of war, the most e¢ cient equilibrium is also the equilibrium that minimizes the probability of …ghting.
Consider a group that, upon observing t , is deciding whether to attack or not. If it decides not to attack, it expects the following payo¤ t + V P where V P is the expected continuation value of a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game.
Alternatively, if it decides to deviate by attacking, its expected returns are
With probability P the attacker wins and obtains 2 t (1 c)in the current period (the production on both pieces of land taking into account that 2c units of labor have been diverted into …ghting).
In addition, the winner gains control of both units of land into the future. Hence, we have
So the condition for peace to be possible is simply
This condition can be rearranged to …nd out in which circumstances peace is possible.
This is the fundamental equation of this model. It implies that war occurs if current economic circumstances are bad enough, independently of expected future play. To see this, consider …rst the right hand side of this condition. The highest value that V P can possibly take is 1 . This is the expected value of farming 1 unit of land for the foreseeable future and would be the value of playing an equilibrium with no positive probability of …ghting (and therefore the highest value that peace can produce with symmetric players). This implies that
and therefore the right hand side of this equation is strictly positive for any V P . Consider now the left hand side in (5). Since t is always positive, a necessary condition for peace is
Interestingly, when (6) holds, the static game in the previous section obtains peace for any . This can be readily con…rmed by realizing that this condition is equivalent to P < P S in (2). This puts these two models in sharp contrast. While 1 2P (1 c) > 0 is a necessary and su¢ cient condition for peace in the static model, it is not su¢ cient to guarantee peace in the dynamic model with economic shocks.
To see this, recall that the right hand side of (5) is strictly positive for any continuation value V P . This implies that even if (6) holds, there exists a t close enough to 0 such that the condition is not satis…ed and war is inevitable. Hence, no matter the equilibrium strategies that players expect to be implemented in the future, war must occur for su¢ ciently bad economic shocks.
We are interested in characterizing the most e¢ cient subgame perfect equilibrium. It follows from the previous discussion that this equilibrium must have war only for realizations of t below a threshold~ . There are two reasons for this. First, as established above, it is clear from (5) that in addition to any other incidence of con ‡ict in equilibrium, con ‡ict must occur in poor realizations of t . Therefore it makes sense to search for an equilibrium in which con ‡ict only occurs for such poor realizations. Second, by having con ‡ict only for poor realizations, the loss caused by war (2c t ) is minimized as it occurs only when t is small. Therefore, the most e¢ cient subgame perfect equilibrium must be characterized by simple threshold strategies that are not history dependent: groups play peace if t >~ , and play war otherwise. We now need to …nd the lowest possible threshold~ .
In an equilibrium in threshold~ strategies, the continuation value of peace is easy to characterize. It is the highest solution to the following equation:
With probability F (~ ), the realization of t falls below~ and hence war ensues. A group wins this war with probability 1 2
, and within the …rst square brackets is the expected value of winning such war and enjoying the fruits of victory into the future. With probability 1 F (~ ), the economic shock is good enough to support peace. Inside the second square parentheses is the expected value of peace and the continuation value of the equilibrium. Solving this equation for
This expression is intuitive. The future value of playing peace in this equilibrium equals the value of playing peace forever, 1 , minus the expected value of the cost of war that will occur as soon as t <~ . This expression is decreasing in~ because the larger the threshold~ , the higher the probability that conzict will occur. This increases the losses for two reasons. First, war will occur sooner in expectation and hence costs are less discounted. Second, with a larger threshold the expected amount of resources lost in the war is bigger.
The optimal threshold~ is simply the lowest value of t that satis…es (5) with equality.
Substituting in (4) and (7) and rearranging we …nd an equation that implicitly characterizes it.
Existence of~ is guaranteed because the right hand side is always strictly positive, bounded and continuous. 18 In contrast, the left hand side can take any value in (0; +1). Therefore there are values of~ low enough such that the left hand side is below the right hand side, and values of~ high enough such that the opposite is true. 19 We have therefore established the following proposition.
Proposition 1 For P < P S , the most e¢ cient subgame perfect equilibrium of the dynamic game with economic shocks is given by a stationary threshold strategy, where the threshold is the smallest positive solution to (8).
For P > P S , there is no equilibrium that avoids war at t = 1, for any realization 1 .
Hence the best equilibrium of this game shares some characteristics with the equilibrium in 18 The right hand side is simply
. A (loose) upper bound to this expression is
19 Both sides are increasing in~ and hence multiple thresholds are possible. However, as we are interested in characterizing the most e¢ cient equilibrium, only the smallest threshold matters. Note also that the smallest threshold must necessary de…ne a stable equilibrium. the previous section. In particular, if the o¤ensive advantage is large enough, P > P S , war is inevitable, independently of the size of the pie. However, in the presence of economic shocks, a small o¤ensive advantage is enough to generate conzict for bad enough states of the economy.
Note that this is true for any P > 1 2
, in sharp contrast with the previous section.
The intuition behind this dependence on income shocks is exactly the opportunity cost argument. When t is small, the opportunity costs of …ghting are small because returns to labor are meager. However, the future value of a victory remains constant because it depends on the expected future returns to land. If returns to labor (the opportunity cost) are low enough, groups want to unilateraly defect from peace, which makes war inevitable. Thus, in the presence of a drought, groups do not …ght for the meager returns to land today. Rather, they …ght today to capture land that will be valuable tomorrow, when the drought ends. They …ght precisely because current returns to land (and therefore labor) are small enough that they make capturing additional land for the future very tempting.
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Note that this argument hinges on current opportunity cost being lower than expected future income. It is not crucial whether these changes in income result from a negative income shock.
For instance, a poor country that expects a future windfall (maybe because of the discovery of new mineral resources that will be exploited after a period of time) would also be at risk of con ‡ict.
This equilibrium displays intuitive comparative statics.
Proposition 2 The threshold~ de…ned by (8) is increasing in P and , and decreasing in c.
Hence the probability of …ghting is higher when o¤ensive advantages are stronger, when groups are more patient, and when the opportunity costs of …ghting are smaller. Patience destabilizes for the same reason it does in the previous section. As the prize of war is control of land into the 20 Again, thanks to e¢ cient bargaining, this equilibrium is independent of the original distribution of land. An economy that starts with an unequal distribution would have peace (occasionally supported by land transfers from the land-rich group to the land-poor group) as long as t >~ . The …rst time that t <~ , con ‡ict ensues independently of the distribution of land at time t or in any previous period. In the absence of bargaining this is not true, and land distribution matters as the binding threshold would be the one for the land-poor group. future, less discounting e¤ectively increases returns to attacking. Therefore, while the opportunity cost argument was shown in the previous section to have di¢ culties explaining the …rst empirical pattern of civil wars, it turns out to provide a simple and compelling theoretical underpinning of the second stylized fact: civil wars occur in periods of economic distress. The fact that the same theoretical argument fails to explain one fact but works for the other is further evidence that these two empirical …ndings are logically independent.
4 Mutual Fears and Civil War
In the model above, groups observe perfectly the state of the economy. When they …ght, it is because it is common knowledge that the opportunity cost of …ghting is too low to sustain peace.
However, obtaining perfectly accurate information about the returns to land might be di¢ cult.
More likely, groups predict how good the harvest will be using available data. Since they might have di¤erent observations, or di¤erent ways of predicting, it is quite possible that they have slightly di¤erent beliefs on the current level t . This opens an intriguing possibility: groups might now attack not because they think that t is too low but rather because they think their opponent beliefs might be too low to sustain peace. In other words, groups might attack due to the mutual fears that imperfect observation generate. We now demonstrate that such fears exacerbate the problem of income shocks.
We make a simple modi…cation of the model in the last section. Assume that we have two groups with 1 unit of land each that interact as above for t = 1; 2; 3::: Instead of observing t , however, each group observes a signal about t . More speci…cally, assume that group i = 1; 2 observes x it = t + " it where " it is a random draw from a symmetric and continuous distribution independently and identically distributed across time and players and centered at 0. is a positive constant that measures how imperfect these private signals are.
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After observing the signal, groups simultaneously decide whether to attack or to play peace.
For simplicity, assume that a war diverts all labor from production to …ghting, that is c = 1. If a group attacks while the other plays peace, the attacking group wins with probability P > 1 2 . If both groups attack, then there is a symmetric war that will be decided with probability 1 2 in favor of each group. War is decisive, as before, and the winner obtains the use of all land into the future. The following proposition characterizes the most peaceful equilibrium of this modi…ed game.
Proposition 3 As ! 0, the most peaceful equilibrium strategies converge to threshold strategies. Players therefore attack only if x it <^ . This common threshold^ is the smallest solution
To see how the introduction of imperfect information changes the capacity to have peace, compare this expression with the threshold in the previous section. Note that, for c = 1, expression
This makes the comparison simple. The only di¤erence between these two …xed point equations is the fact that the …rst element in the square brackets is larger in (9). This implies that the right hand side in (9) is always above the right hand side in (10). As a consequence, the …rst must cross the 45 degree line later. It follows that^ >~ . Therefore, introducing very precise but imperfect assessments of the state of the world generates mutual fears that expand the set of economic circumstances that end up in war.
To see why groups cannot use~ as a threshold in the absence of common knowledge, imagine that they try to use such strategy. Hence, they are supposed to play peace if their private signal x it is above and attack only if it is below. Note, however, that they do not know the signal their opponent is receiving. In their view, their opponent might receive a signal slightly above, or slightly below their own. The noise structure ensures that whatever its current signal is, group i believes the opponent has a worse (lower) signal with a 50% chance. Now consider the problem of a group that receives a signal exactly equal to~ . Given the strategies groups are supposed to follow, it knows that it will be attacked with probability 50% as this is the probability that the opponent will get a signal below~ . It is easy to check that at t =~ , with a 50% chance of being attacked, the best response is actually to attack: the opportunity costs of labor are too low to risk entering a war without the o¤ensive advantage. 23 Therefore a threshold strategy at~ cannot be an equilibrium of this game. The equilibrium threshold needs to compensate for the 50% chance of being attacked and hence it must be higher than~ .
In sum, enriching the commitment problem in the previous section with a vanishing amount of imperfect information generates an equilibrium with two mutually reinforcing incentives to …ght.
As discussed in the previous section, for particularly bad realizations of productivity, t <~ , groups …ght because the returns from predating their neighbors outweight the opportunity costs of violence. If productivity is observed with noise, for realizations t 2 h~ ;^ i violence also occurs, but it is not due to predatory incentives anymore. Rather, violence occurs due to mutual fears:
if a group could commit not to attack, the neighbour would be happy playing peace. In the absence of such commitment, groups prefer to launch attacks because they fear getting involved in a con ‡ict in which the opponent seizes the o¤ensive advantage. Hence, mutual fear acts as an ampli…cation force of negative income shocks, expanding the set of shocks that result in violence.
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Conclusion
This article examines the capacity of the opportunity cost argument to explain the empirical relationship between GDP per capita and civil war prevalence. We have documented that there is not one but two robust empirical patterns. On the one hand, civil war prevalence is negatively correlated with income per capita at the country level. On the other hand, negative income shocks causally predict civil war onset.
We develop a simple bargaining model that agrees with the conclusion in Fearon (2007) : the opportunity cost of con ‡ict is a weak explanation for the fact that poor countries exhibit a high proclivity to su¤er from civil war. However, when we enrich the model with income variation, we
show that the opportunity cost can explain by itself the fact that civil wars occur in the aftermath of negative economic shocks.
Therefore it seems that the next step that the theoretical literature should take is to explore in depth several alternative explanations for the …rst empirical pattern. If di¤erences in income per capita hide structural di¤erences between countries, it is important to understand precisely what structural elements cause instability. Fearon and Laitin (2003) and Fearon (2007) suggest that the weakness of the state might be the real cause of insurgent viability. Other structural di¤erences might be more economic in nature: for instance, in rich economies a much higher fraction of income is generated by human capital, which is obviously very di¢ cult to appropriate by violent means. A similar argument can be made with respect to reliance on the primary sector.
More empirical work is also needed to better identify these structural channels.
While our analysis shows that the opportunity cost of …ghting can explain the second empirical pattern, it de…nitely does not exclude other contributing mechanisms. In particular, it is quite clear that some structural explanations would also interact with negative income shocks. A close analysis of these mechanisms is important because it could inform con ‡ict prevention policies and post-con ‡ict reconstruction e¤orts. Note also that to the extent that poor countries su¤er from proportionally larger income shocks, the explanation we have uncovered for the second fact might have some bearing on the cross-country correlation.
Finally, we show that misperceptions and mutual fears exacerbate the e¤ect of income shocks.
As Jervis and Snyder (1999) discuss, a problem with theories of con ‡ict that are based on mutual fears is their di¢ culty predicting when con ‡ict erupts. Indeed, fear is constantly present, but wars seldom happen. In our framework we show that mutual fears serve as an ampli…er of negative economic shocks, thereby characterizing the circumstances that will trigger these pernicious spirals. 
